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1. WHAT ARE CBDCS AND 
STABLECOINS?
Central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) and stablecoins are 

two categories of digital asset.

However, they would not be possible without blockchain.  

Blockchain is a key enabling technology for asset creation and 

management in the twenty first century. 

Cryptoassets, which are supported by blockchain technology, 

is digital assets defined by both private and public data that is 

secured by cryptography within an ecosystem.  Different types 

of cryptoasset attract differing regulation.

In this note we will give more information about CBDCs and 

stablecoins, first showing below in a diagrammatic form how 

they fit in with other categories of digital assets.
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1.1 CBDCs

CBDCs are a new form of digitised sovereign 

currency (equivalent to physical cash or reserves 

held at the central bank, such as the Bank of 

England (BoE)). It is central bank money, or an 

element of the monetary base, and a direct 

liability of the central bank (akin to a digital 

banknote). 

CBDCs represent an additional and new form of 

central bank money in addition to the existing 

elements of central bank money: 

a. physical cash (e.g. coins and bills); and 

b. reserves held at the central bank by financial 

institutions, such as other banks, with access 

to the central bank’s deposit facility. 

CBDCs are split into two categories: 

a. retail, used by the retail public for retail 

payments, for example between individuals 

and businesses; and 

b. wholesale, which are used to facilitate 

payments between the central bank (i.e. the 

BoE) and other banks with accounts at the 

central bank itself (e.g. Natwest Bank PLC 

holding an account with the BoE). 

We look at each of these two categories below 

in more detail.

1.1.1 Retail CBDC

Digital payment token issued by a central bank. 

Unlike a Stablecoin whose reference asset is 

the currency issued by that central bank, it is 

issued and fully backed by that central bank 

(like a traditional fiat currency), allowing users 

to have faith in its stability. It is the equivalent 

of a banknote, except that it is simply a digital 

bank note in a digital wallet. Moreover, it can 

be transferred from person-to-person without 

a commercial bank (e.g. Natwest Bank PLC) or 

payment service provider as the intermediary 

(or middleman). 

Figure 1: Digital Asset Categories 
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Figure 2: Types of central bank money
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Retail CBDCs have features of both token-based 

and account-based design:

• Token-based (also referred to as a ‘digital 

token currency’ or ‘value-based digital 

token’): issued by the central bank and held 

by the owner in digital wallets of various kinds 

and, similar to physical cash, represents a 

‘token’ or object of stored value that is digital 

fiat money and can be directly transacted 

by owners who are either recognised or 

pseudonymous. 

• Account-based (also referred to as ‘register-

based’): consists of having the CBDC 

available only in the form of an account that 

is maintained in a central database maintained 

by the central bank or an intermediary (e.g. 

akin to only being able to use a debit card for 

a traditional bank account rather than cash). 

Retail CBDCs can be issued using one or more 

of the following five approaches:

• Decentralised: central bank issues a 

decentralised digital currency, where 

monetary policy is pre-determined and 

remains outside of their control;

• Direct: central bank issues a retail CBDC 

that is a claim on the central bank and 

directly handles all payments together with 

onboarding, such as know-your-client;

• Synthetic: private companies issue an 

artificial ‘CBDC’ that is not a claim on a 

central bank (usually for a specific objective);

• Platform/Hybrid: central bank issues a retail 

CBDC that is a claim on the central bank, 

primarily to regulated intermediaries that hold 

an account at the central bank; and

• Two-Tiered/Intermediated: central bank 

issues a retail CBDC that is a claim on 

the central bank, and builds a technology 

platform with CBDC functionality which 

permits regulated private sector companies to 

connect via a data link, such as an application 

programming interface, and provide 

customer-facing services. 

1.1.2 Wholesale CBDCs

Digital assets issued by the central bank that 

would be used only between a central bank and 

financial institutions that have an account at the 

central bank. They are typically used in inter-

bank payments and securities transactions. 

The wholesale CBDC ecosystem can be split 

into three models: 

a. national model, which focuses on payments 

within the same country (e.g. United 

Kingdom); 

b. cross-border corridor, which focuses on 

cross-border payments between specific 

countries (e.g. United Kingdom and France); 

and 

c. cross-border multi-CBDC model, which is a 

platform that allows central banks to build a 

CBDC on it. 

The most common model used today is (c), as 

this allows each country to develop their own 

CBDC that can interact with each other (i.e. they 

are interoperable). 

There are three main systems in (c): 

• Compatible CBDC Systems: common 

technical and common standards exist, 

such as message formats, security, and 

data requirements (including aligned legal, 

regulatory and supervisory standards that 

reduce the operational burden of participating 

in multiple systems);

• Interlinked CBDC Systems: link established 

between two or more CBDC Systems; and

• Single CBDC Multi-Currency System: single 

system with multiple CBDCs where CBDCs 

can be issued on a single distributed ledge. 

Central banks can issue their CBDCs on a 

single common platform and participants on 

the network could directly transact using the 

different CBDCs. 
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1.2 Stablecoins

Stablecoins are payment tokens whose value 

is linked to that of a reference asset outside of 

the perimeter of the cryptoasset ecosystem, 

such as a fiat currency like great British pound. 

Generally, the Stablecoin token will be backed, 

in whole or part, by its reference asset with a 

pledge from the issuer that it can be redeemed 

for that asset at any time.

Stablecoins help to address the problem 

currently posed by certain cryptoassets like 

Bitcoin (e.g. high transaction costs, or high 

volatility), by making it easy for individuals to pay 

for goods denominated in a fiat currency using 

cryptoassets and to affect cross-border transfers 

without the fear of volatility. 

Stablecoins can be categorised into three 

generic buckets: 

a. fiat-collateralised; 

b. crypto-collateralised; and 

c. non-collateralised. 

We look at these in more detail below.

1.2.1 Fiat-collateralised stablecoins

Stablecoins that have a fixed-face value in fiat 

currency that enable the holder to redeem the 

Stablecoin on demand for that specific amount. 

The issuer of this type of Stablecoin must hold 

an off-chain (i.e. not stored on the blockchain) 

real-world fiat currency and issue a token that 

represents such a unit (generally on a 1:1 ratio). 

This gives assurances to the holder that there 

is a proportionate asset or reserve for which a 

Stablecoin can be redeemed. 

Fiat-collateralised Stablecoins can be split into 

two sub-categories: 

a. regulated, where the Stablecoin issuers 

are subject to regulation, supervision and 

oversight, and must hold a licence in order to 

issue Stablecoins; and

b. non-regulated, where the Stablecoin issuers 

are not subject to regulation, supervision and 

oversight, and do not need to hold a licence 

in order to issue Stablecoins.

1.2.2 Crypto-collateralised stablecoins

Stablecoins that are backed by other 

cryptocurrencies (e.g. Bitcoin, Ether). These 

types of token have different stabilisation 

mechanisms, but the underlying logic remains 

similar to other collateralised assets, such as a 

mortgage on a house.

1.2.3  Non-Collateralised

Stablecoins that do not have any assets backing 

them up and instead are reliant on mathematical 

mechanisms with price stability achieved by 

algorithmically increasing or decreasing the coin 

supply to offset changes in coin demand. 

Rather than having a fixed or pre-set supply 

schedule like most cryptocurrencies, non-

collateralised Stablecoins modify the equation 

by having a fixed-price peg together with a 

flexible supply (similar to how central banks 

approach both price stability and inflation-

targeting mandates by influencing money 

supply). 

Key questions which the issuers ask themselves 

include, but are not limited to:

• what coins should be burned (i.e. destroyed)?;

• is the burning process mandatory, or is it 

voluntary?; and

• what incentives do underlying coin holders 

have to turn in and burn their coins?

2. WHAT CURRENT 
REGULATIONS ARE IN 
FORCE?
CBDCs and Stablecoins relate to a range of 

regulatory regimes given their broad application 

and use within the financial services sector. 

Notwithstanding, the primary legislative focus is 

regulating the use of digital assets in payment 

systems. 
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A non-exhaustive list of key statutory 

instruments is set out below with some detail to 

inform:

2.1 The Banking Act 2009 (As 
ammended)

The main purpose was to bolster the resilience 

of the United Kingdom (UK) financial systems 

together with supporting financial stability by 

strengthening depositor protection. 

It introduced the Special Resolution Regime for 

dealing with banks and other firms in financial 

difficulties and bestowed the BoE with statutory 

responsibility for systemically important inter-

bank payment systems. 

Specifically, Part 5 lays down provisions 

concerning the:

• procedure for the formal acknowledgement 

(and unacknowledged) by Her Majesty’s 

Treasury of inter-bank payment systems that 

have systemic importance; and

• oversight role of the BoE with respect to the 

operators of recognised payment systems, 

including its powers to:

 − issue codes of practice and principles;

 − impose specific obligations on recognised 

payment systems;

 − retrieve information from recognised 

payment systems; and

 − commence enforcement action against 

operators of recognised payment systems.

2.2 The Financial Services (Banking 
Reform) Act 2013 (As Amended)

This brought about substantial reforms to UK 

financial services regulation. Specifically, it gave 

HM Treasury and the Prudential Regulatory 

Authority (PRA) powers to implement the 

suggestions of the Independent Commission on 

Banking on ring-fencing requirements for the 

banking sector and introduced reforms on the 

regulation of payment systems. 

In particular, it made the appropriate primary 

legislation to establish the payment systems 

regulator, a new competition-focused, utility-

style regulator for retail payment system.

2.3  The Money Laundering, 
Terrorist Financing And Transfer Of 
Funds (Information On The Payer) 
Regulations 2017 (As Amended)

These are a wide-ranging set of regulations 

which form part of the UK’s anti-money 

laundering and counter-terrorist financing 

regime. 

Importantly for cryptoasset businesses, these 

apply to a wide range of businesses identified 

as most vulnerable to the risk of being used 

for money laundering and terrorist financing 

and this includes certain types of cryptoasset 

business.

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 

supervises a wide range of financial institutions 

under this set of regulations. While some 

are financial institutions carry on “regulated 

activities”, others are do not carry on regulated 

activities but are in scope. 

This includes businesses which carry on the 

activities of being a cryptoasset exchange 

provider and/or a custodian wallet provider. 

2.4 The Financial Services And Markets 
Act 200 (Regulated Activities) Order 
2001 (As Amended)

This specifies the types of activities and 

investments for the purpose of the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 (see 2.7 below). 

A regulated activity is a specified activity that 

concerns a specified investment or property of 

any kind and is carried on by way of business in 

the UK (see section 22 of the FSMA). Relevant 

specified activities include, but are not limited 

to, the following:

Accepting deposits.

• Issuing electronic money (also referred to as 

‘e-money’).

• Consumer credit regulated activities.

• Activities that are referred to collectively as 

“investment activities”. 
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• Agreeing to carry on most regulated activities 

is itself a regulated activity.

Specified investments are laid down in Part III. 

Relevant specified investments include, but are 

not limited to, the following:

• Deposits.

• E-money.

• Shares.

• Instruments creating or acknowledging 

indebtedness.

• Government and public securities.

• Instruments giving entitlements to 

investments.

• Certificates representing certain securities.

• Units in a collective investment scheme.

• Options.

• Futures.

• Contracts for differences.

• Structured deposits.

2.5 The Electronic Money Regulations 
2011 (As Amended)

This establishing a new authorisation regime 

for certain issuers of electronic money (also 

referred to as electronic money institutions) 

who are not banks or building societies, and 

lays down conduct of business rules (relating to 

the safeguarding and redemption of customers’ 

funds) for all electronic money issuers.

The primary objectives are three-fold:

 

• reflect technology changes, and promote 

innovation in the design of new, secure 

products;

• reduce barriers to entry and increase 

competition in the market; and

• modernise the rules for issuers and align 

them with existing rules for payment service 

providers. 

2.6 The Payment Services Regulations 
2017 (As Amended)

This transposes the majority of Directive 

2015/2366/EU of the European Parliament 

and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on 

payment services in the internal market (“PSDII” 

or the “Payment Services Directive II”). 

PSDII stipulates a common legal framework 

for payment services, providing a consistent 

set of rights and obligations for businesses and 

consumers making and receiving payments. 

PSD II builds on the three primary objectives of 

Directive 2007/64/EC (“PSD” or the “Payment 

Services Directive”), which are: 

a. enhance competition; 

b. harmonise information disclosure; and 

c. standardise the rights and obligations for the 

provision and use of payment services in the 

European Union (EU), with a strong emphasis 

on customer protection.

2.7 The Financial Services And Markets 
Act 2000 (As Amended)

This is the key legislation relating to the 

regulation of the UK financial services industry. 

It contains provisions on multiple aspects of 

financial regulation, such as the powers of the 

regulators, the authorisation of firms and the 

regulatory perimeter. 

It also contributes an overarching framework 

for UK financial regulation in the UK by giving 

HM Treasury statutory powers to make financial 

services-related secondary legislation and the 

FCA and the PRA statutory powers to make rules 

and guidance for firms that are subject to the 

FSMA regulatory regime. Key sections of the 

FSMA include, but are not limited to:

• regulated and prohibited activities (Part 2 and 

Schedule 2);

• authorisation and exemption (Part 3 and 

Schedules 3, 4 and 5);

• permission to carry on regulated activities 

(Part 4A and Schedules 6 and 6A);
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• performance of regulated activities (Part 5);

• Provisions relating to market abuse (Part 8); 

and

• Rules and guidance (Part 9A).

3. WHAT WILL THE FUTURE 
REGULATIONS LOOK LIKE?
The future regulatory framework for CBDCs 

and Stablecoins is poised to be primarily 

influenced by their potential to be used as a 

widespread means of payment and potentially 

deliver improvements in payments transactions, 

especially for cross-border transactions. 

A key factor likely to influence policy makers’ 

decision-making process is the requirement to 

mitigate the financial stability issues that may 

materialise should a Stablecoin issuer (or other 

relevant firm) that has reached systemic scale 

fail. 

Notwithstanding, a non-exhaustive list of key 

regulatory areas likely to be covered are as 

follows:

• Introduction of a separate special 

administration regime to provide for bespoke 

insolvency provision for the failure of a digital 

settlement asset (subject legal qualification) 

firm, where the general administration 

process is not considered to be in the public 

interest;

• Activities facilitating the use of Stablecoins, 

when used as a means of payment, brought 

within scope of the UK regulatory perimeter 

(primarily by amending the existing payments 

legislation), which includes: 

a. having a new regulated category for 

Stablecoins termed ‘Stabletokens’, which 

will be covered in another Cummings 

Pepperdine Publication; 

b. establishing a separate FCA authorisation and 

supervision regime; 

c. introduction of a new regulated custodial 

activity; 

d. dual responsibility for regulating systemic 

stablecoin payment systems and service 

providers by the BoE and the Payment 

Systems Regulator; and 

e. co-responsibility for the regulation of UK 

payments and e-money legislation. 

• Excluding certain Stablecoins from the 

scope of the UK regulatory perimeter (e.g. 

algorithmic Stablecoins), on the basis that 

they share similar characteristics non-backed 

cryptoassets. 

4. HOW CAN WE HELP?
Cummings Pepperdine provides a complete 

crypto solution.

We advise our clients on interacting 

with digital assets, including CBDCs and 

stablecoins. We continue to help our clients 

navigate the regulatory challenges posed by the 

continuously evolving regulatory environment. 

We find and implement the solutions

Given the interconnectedness between multiple 

pieces of legislation, our assistance constitutes 

a vital control mechanism for firms across the 

three key areas of law, regulation and tax. This 

expertise is built on a strong combination of 

extensive experience and deep subject matter 

knowledge.

We help our clients understand regulators’, 

policy makers’ and central banks’ points of 

view. We are members of leading industry 

associations that discuss relevant policy matters, 

such as participation in Focus Groups. 

We liaise with key stakeholders on a continuous 

and ongoing basis to look at  regulatory trends 

and developments that may impact our clients’ 

business models to inform our views. 
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5. LINKED PUBLICATIONS
This should be read alongside our other publications to provide context. These are:]

Cryptionary 

Cummings Pepperdine on Cryptoassets  

Cummings Pepperdine on E-Money 

Cummings Pepperdine on The Regulation of Cryptoasset Business  

Cummings Pepperdine on UK Regulatory Developments in Cryptoassets  

Cummings Pepperdine on FCA Regulated Activities and Investments  

https://cummingspepperdine.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Cummings-Pepperdine-Cryptionary.pdf 
https://cummingspepperdine.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Cummings-Pepperdine-on-Cryptoassets.pdf
https://cummingspepperdine.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Cummings-Pepperdine-on-E-Money.pdf
https://cummingspepperdine.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Cummings-Pepperdine-on-FCAs-regulation-of-cryptoasset-businesses.pdf
https://cummingspepperdine.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Cummings-Pepperdine-on-UK-Regulatroy-Developments-Cryptoassets.pdf
https://cummingspepperdine.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Cummings-Pepperine-on-FCA-Regulated-Activities-and- Investments.pdf
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Cummings Pepperdine LLP - July 2022

We have taken great care to ensure the accuracy of this document. However, it is written in general terms, is for general 

guidance and does not constitute advice in any form. You are strongly recommended to seek specific advice before taking 

any action based on the information it contains. No responsibility can be taken for any loss arising from, action taken or 

refrained from on the basis of this publication. Nothing within this document may be copied, re-printed or similar without prior 

written permission from Cummings Pepperdine LLP.

THE TEAM
Cummings Pepperdine is a leading advisor in 

crypto. We are one of a select few that advises a 

large and diverse global client base in the crypto 

space and the only to provide a complete 

crypto solution building on the three key areas 

of law, tax and FCA with legal underpinning at 

every point.

 

In law, we have a team of qualified and 

regulated solicitors and barrister who retains 

right of audience.

 

In tax, we have one of the only crypto tax 

advisors who is both a qualified solicitor and 

qualified chartered accountant.

 

In regulation, our team comprises specialists in 

crypto compliance monitoring structures and 

governance oversight who are known to the 

FCA for the quality of their work.

 

The team is led by Claire Cummings, a leading 

solicitor specialising in crypto law and the 

current and evolving regulation. Claire is on 

the advisory boards of a crypto exchange and 

an NFT gaming guild and is also a member of 

the Global Digital Finance working group on 

stablecoins. Claire has also acted as compliance 

officer, MLRO and director of an FCA regulated 

fund manager and qualified under SIB to trade 

derivatives. As a leading expert in crypto, Claire 

is a sought after speaker and has published 

multiple articles on the legal and regulatory 

issues surrounding cryptocurrencies and the 

crypto eco-system. Claire is named at the Top 

10 influencer in London for hedge funds (2&20, 

2022) and is included in the CityWealth  

Crypto Top 100

Claire Cummings

Click here now to make it all work Watch our introductory video

The Cummings Pepperdine Online Training Programme, includes sections focussing on 
on Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) and Stablecoins , has been designed by a 
specialist board of compliance consultants, solicitors, chartered accountants, tax advisors 
and regulatory consultants. We believe that we are the only firm which offers training 
created by this range of qualified advisors.

mailto:claire.cummings%40cummingspepperdine.com?subject=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf-TBMOViN0
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